
Minutes 
Two-Year College English Association 

Executive Committee  
 

Hilton Palacio Del Rio Hotel 
La Condesa Room, 22nd Floor 

San Antonio, Texas 
 

Saturday, November 21 
8:00 a.m. – 5:00 p.m. 

 
 

1. READING (Bateman):  Eric shared two readings with the EC—one from Mike Rose’s 
Lives on the Boundary and a note from Paul Bodmer, “From my Rocking Chair” 

   
2. WELCOME AND INTRODUCTIONS 
TYCA EC Members Present:  Eric Bateman (Chair), Sandie McGill Barnhill (Associate 
Chair), Carolyn Calhoon-Dillahunt (Secretary), Jeff Sommers (TETYC Editor), Louise Bown 
(TYCA-West), Elissa Caruth (TYCA-Pacific Coast), Thad Cockrill (TYCA-SE), David Lydic 
(TYCA-SW), Eva Payne (TYCA-PNW), Leslie Roberts (TYCA-MW) 
 
Others Present:  Linda Walters (TYCA Administrative Liaison), Clint Gardner (TYCA 
Secretary-elect), Kent Williamson (NCTE Executive Director), Mila Fuller (NCTE Deputy 
Director), Marilyn Valentino (CCCC Assistant Chair), Sterling Warner (TYCA Public Image 
Committee Chair), Andy Anderson (Dual Credit/Dual Enrollment Committee Chair) 

 
3. REVIEW OF PARLIMENTARY PROCEDURE (Bateman):  Eric reviewed parliamentary 
procedure basics with the EC. 

 
4.  ADOPTION OF THE AGENDA 
(Motion 1.0 Roberts/Sommers)  Moved to adopt the agenda with the following revisions: 

A. Removed items 9A (Review of Committee Positions/Assignments) and 9B (TYCA 
Webtender) from Action Items, as neither require action; Eric will discuss the 
newly appointed Webtender in his report 

B. Added Bylaws Vote as item 9A under Action items 
C. Added National Day on Writing as item 10B under New Business 
D. Added Regional Membership dues as item 10C under New Business 
E. Added Changing of the Gavel as item 10D under New Business 
F. Moved TYCA-West report (Consent Agenda 7C.7) to Reports for Discussion 

(Item 8F) 
G. Moved TYCA-Southwest (Consent Agenda 7C.3) to Reports for Discussion (Item 

8G) 
H. Moved TYCA Breakfast Report (Consent Agenda 7G) to Reports for Discussion 

(Item 8H). 
Carried. 

  
5.  APPROVAL OF THE MINUTES 
(Motion 1.1 Lydic/Roberts)  Moved to approve the March 2008 minutes. 
Carried. 

 
6. CHAIR’S REMARKS (Bateman) 

• Chair Eric Bateman thanked the EC for their work and support. 



• Eric gave a brief update on Sharon Mitchler’s husband, Mitch; unfortunately, his 
health is declining rapidly. 

• Eric reminded the group that a featured speaker, Barbara Ehrenreich, is 
speaking tonight at 8:00 p.m. 

• Eric reminded the EC that NCTE Ning is available and encouraged the EC to 
check it out and to consider whether the TYCA would like a group on the Ning as 
well. 

• Five of the seven regions have completed TYCA surveys at their most recent 
conferences; Eric is the midst of compiling results. 

• Bradley Bleck from Spokane Fall Falls Community College has been appointed 
the new TYCA Webmaster. 

 
7. ACCEPTANCE OF CONSENT AGENDA REPORTS 
(Motion 1.2 Payne/Lydic)  Moved to accept the Consent Agenda Reports with the removal 
items 7C.4, 7C.3, and 7G, which will be moved to Reports for Discussion (8E, 8F, 8G). 
Carried. 

 
A. CHAIR’S REPORT (Bateman) 
B. AWARDS COMMITTEES 

1. Nell Ann Pickett Award (Millward) 
2.   Public Image: Fame and Shame (Warner) 
3.   TETYC Best Article of the Year Award (Christiansen) 
4.   Diana Hacker TYCA Awards (Bown) 

C. Regional Reports 
1. Midwest Report (Roberts) 
2. Northeast Report (Nourse)  
3. Southeast Report (Cockrill) – Moved to Reports for discussion 8G 
4. West Report (Bown) – Moved to Reports for discussion 8F 
5. Pacific Northwest Report (Payne) 
6. Southwest Report (Lydic) 
7. Pacific Coast (Caruth) 

D. Publications Report: TETYC (Sommers) 
E. Publications Report: TYCA to You (Henderson) 
F. College Forum (Payne) 
G. TYCA Breakfast Report (Wagoner) – Moved to Reports for discussion 8H 

 
8. REPORTS FOR DISCUSSION 

A. Dual Credit/Dual Enrollment Committee (Anderson) 
• Andy Anderson added to his findings on Dual Credit/Dual Enrollment.  He 

noted that there is a pressure in many states to accelerate the high school 
experience.  Andy wondered how community colleges can address and even 
take advantage of this moment by more clearly defining what we are doing in 
freshman composition that is distinct from and in addition to what is being 
done in high school writing courses.  He argued for the need of greater public 
awareness and for finding a deeper, fuller sense of what college writing 
courses are doing and why these courses cannot be eliminated. 

• Andy felt there were two products that may come out of this committee:  a 
simple set of guidelines for helping those who teach college writing on high 
school campuses be better prepared for what they may face, and a deeper 
definition or position on what makes college writing distinct from high school 
writing, both of which will be returned to committee for action. 
 

B. TYCA Research Initiative (Millward) 



• Leslie Roberts provided an update on the TYCA Research Initiative.  The first 
phase is now complete with the recent publication of three TETYC articles.  
All four focus areas have also presented panels at CCCC.  Research is 
continuing through targeted surveys, which the committee is first piloting on 
EC members.  NCTE is then putting the revised surveys on zoomerang for 
distribution.  One survey related to developmental reading and writing 
programs has been piloted and will be released soon.  Two others—one on 
college-level reading and writing programs and one on learning 
communities—are nearly ready to pilot.  Leslie asked about the timing of the 
surveys, all at once or spaced out over a period of a month or so, and the 
consensus among the EC members present was that it would be easier to 
receive all three surveys at once and distribute them to appropriate faculty 
members at the college for completion.  (In general, the committee is looking 
for one response per college, or if the campuses are very distinct, one per 
campus.) 

(Motion 1.3  Roberts)  Moved that the TYCA Executive Committee members either respond to 
the pilot surveys or find someone in their department or region who will and promote responses 
to these short surveys through their regionals. 
Carried. 
 

C. Executive Director’s Report (Williamson) 
• Kent Williamson introduced the new NCTE Deputy Director, Mila Fuller.  Mila, 

whose comes from the International Society for Technology in Education, will 
assist Kent by taking responsibility for supervising much of the work at 
headquarters.  

• Kent Williamson highlighted NCTE’s upcoming National Day on Writing in his 
address.  Almost everyone is a writer; people write nearly every day for a 
variety of purposes, and NCTE wants to dignify everyday writing (ranging 
from IM and texting to reports and professional writing to creative writing to 
academic writing).  The National Day on Writing is scheduled for October 20, 
2009 and will be celebrated in part by a reception hosted by The New Yorker.  
In preparation for that event, NCTE is developing a “gallery” of writing and 
inviting various groups to submit work to various “halls” in the gallery (with 
“curators”) to showcase what it means to write in the 21st Century.  Invited 
groups include Google, AARP, YWCA, Disney, UAW, and others, as well as 
local schools, colleges, and communities.  In addition, the Norman Mailer 
Foundation is providing funding to support a student writing contest (creative 
non-fiction). TYCA can help support this initiative by organizing “halls” of 
writing in our regions or in our schools and communities as well as by helping 
to create short, reader-friendly pieces on strategies to support writing (i.e. tips 
for writing memoir, invention or revisions strategies, suggestions for how to 
overcome writer’s block, etc.). 

• Kent discussed NCTE’s current focus on 21st Century Literacy.  NCTE has 
developed a definition of what it means to be literate in the 21st Century and 
has developed a curriculum and assessment framework for helping the world 
understand how literacy is unique in the 21st century. 

• Kent mentioned that Sharon Washington, President of the National Writing 
Project, received grant funding to work on a two-year college-focused Basic 
Skills Initiative to study and provide professional development to support 
reading and writing instruction.  While this grant is focused on California, it is 
hoped that this study will branch out. 

• Kent noted that NCTE has unveiled its new website, which is a highly 
interactive 2.0 site.  The new TYCA Webmaster will have full authoring rights.  



Kent said that the NCTE is trying to be a 21st Century learning organization, 
an organization with new member benefits beyond the conferences and 
journals, and part of those benefits will include an online community for 
discussion, webinars, and more.  Mila added that, for the NCTE convention, 
all presenters were asked to upload their presentation materials to the 
website for those who missed their session or could not attend the 
convention, and it is hoped that this addition will be a regular feature for all 
conventions.  She noted that the discussion group feature has been popular, 
with 25 groups currently actively involved in discussions. 

• Kent also provided information on NCTE’s current financial state.  NCTE has 
prepared for hard times by developing a generous reserve fund, and, while 
the organization is a reasonably good shape financially, NCTE is losing 
money rapidly from its reserve funds.  At this point, it is NCTE’s goal to 
continue all major initiatives that it has agreed to and has placed great time 
and effort into forwarding; however, the organization is also looking for ways 
to disseminate information more cheaply.  One of these strategies has been 
through use of webinars, which conveniently and economically provide a high 
quality professional development experience. 

• Kent ended his report by expressing his and NCTE’s appreciation of TYCA. 
 

D. CCCC 2009 (Valentino) 
• Marilyn Valentino, Program Chair for the 2009 CCCC convention, discussed 

some of the innovations for the upcoming CCCC convention, including poster 
sessions, additional internet and LCD availability, an interactive presentation 
room with a catwalk and two microphones, and child care availability. 

• Marilyn noted that she attempted to integrate two-year college speakers 
throughout the featured sessions and hoped that, at future conferences, there 
would be a TYCA strand poster session. 

• The 2009 convention marks CCCC’s 60th anniversary, and Marilyn has 
planned some special activities to celebrate.  

• Marilyn also asked if there was anything she could do to help promote the 
TYCA booth in the exhibition area (i.e. buttons, pens, t-shirts, or other treats).  
She has a small budget that may help us purchase promotional items if we so 
choose. 

 
E.  Celebration for Paul Bodmer Report (Bateman) 

• Eric mentioned that there was $624.12 balance from the funds collected from 
the regions for Paul Bodmer’s retirement celebration and asked the EC what 
should be done with the remaining funds.   

• Carolyn replied that the funds were given toward a gift for Paul, so whatever 
was done should be done in Paul’s name in a way that celebrates Paul’s 
legacy.  Discussion ensued about the most appropriate ways to use the 
remaining funds.  Some of the ideas included developing a writing award to 
students and/or faculty in conjunction with NCTE’s National Day on Writing, 
developing a scholarship fund, perhaps to assist with regional EC travel, or 
donating money in Paul’s name to his home college, which, over the years, 
supported him greatly in his travel and leadership work for NCTE. 

(Motion 1.4  Payne/Cockrill)  Moved that the TYCA Secretary lead an e-mail discussion for 
determining the best use of the Bodmer Celebration money.  The Secretary and Chair will make 
a decision before CCCC 2009. 
Carried. 
 

   F. TYCA-West Report:  Boundary Change in TYCA-West (Bown) 



• Louise Bown discussed a recent conversation at the last TYCA-West REC 
meeting, in which the REC requested that southern Idaho (which no longer 
has any two-year colleges) and Wyoming (which does not have members 
that attend TYCA-West conferences) be returned to their original regional 
boundaries. 

• Since the issue is not pressing, since the Midwest representative was no 
longer present at the meeting, and since neither Midwest nor Pacific-
Northwest had the opportunity to discuss this issue with regional 
membership, it was agreed that discussion of and decisions about this issue 
be postponed until a later date. 
 

A. TYCA-Southeast Report:  Request for additional support from National TYCA for 
National Representatives from each region (Cockrill) 
• Thad highlighted a recommendation from his region in the TYCA-SE report, 

which requested that the National TYCA EC consider covering hotel costs for 
regional representatives to the EC who attend NCTE and CCCC. 

• In discussion, EC members mentioned that the CCCC EC members are now 
getting reimbursed for one night hotel to attend their national meetings and 
that other forms of funding, such as covering registration costs, may be 
equally as beneficial to TYCA EC members and less expensive to the 
organization. 

(Motion 1.5  Caruth/Cockrill)  Moved to direct the Chair to request that the NCTE Executive 
Director investigate the possibility of procuring funding comparable to what CCCC EC members 
receive in order to assist with TYCA EC members travel costs. 
Carried. 
 

B. TYCA Breakfast/TYCA-Hacker Outstanding Program Awards  (Bown) 
• Louise Bown reviewed previous discussion of the TYCA Breakfast and 

recommendations from the previous TYCA EC meeting minutes (see report 
p. 3 of 5) made about better recognizing the Outstanding Program Award 
winners.  She wanted to ensure that those recommendations are being 
implemented. 

• Linda Walters responded that press releases will go out beginning with the 
2009 award winners. 

• Several EC members suggested that the winners’ proposals could be posted 
online and perhaps in TETYC. 

 
9. ACTION ITEMS 

A.  Bylaws Change/College Section Steering Committee Representative (Bateman) 
• Eric Bateman informed the EC that four of the seven regions have completed 

the vote on the bylaws change, and, thus far, it is passing easily (145 in 
favor/1 opposed).  However, three regions have yet to report:  Southeast, 
Pacific Coast, and Pacific Northwest. 

• Although the bylaws change is strongly passing and a majority of regions 
have voted, Eric suggested that all voting be completed before a College 
Section Steering Committee Representative is selected.  Southeast will have 
the opportunity to vote at its upcoming conference in February; however, the 
Pacific Northwest conference was canceled this fall, and Pacific Coast’s next 
conference will be held in fall 2009.  Therefore, Eric recommended that those 
two regions vote by mail using the membership list from their last 
conferences.  Linda Walters will look into the logistics of the mail-in ballot. 



• Eric also asked that names for potential College Section Steering Committee 
Representative appointees to be forwarded to the Chair.  It is hoped that this 
person can be in place for the March CCCC convention. 

• Related to this bylaw change, Jeff Sommers asked questions about which 
committees the TETYC Editor should be on and why.  He recommended that 
the committee responsibilities of the TETYC Editor be clarified in advance of 
the next editor search. 

 
 

10. NEW BUSINESS 
A. TYCA to You Editor (Bateman) 

• Joel Henderson’s term as “TYCA to You” Editor is expiring.  Sandy requested 
names for possible appointments to this position. 

 
B. National Day on Writing (Bateman) 

• Ideas are needed before the end of January for the national launch of the 
National Day on Writing Gallery.  The EC members discussed ways TYCA 
could be involved, such as a National TYCA Gallery with submissions from 
each region, physical writing collections within each school (with campus 
writing centers as effective “homes” for these projects and related activities), 
themed contributions (i.e. “war,” the theme of an upcoming TETYC issue), 
organizing community efforts (i.e. in churches, libraries, workplaces) to 
illustrate how community members use writing in their everyday work/lives, 
having a “TYCA to You” theme related to the National Day on Writing, 
showcasing our writing as National TYCA (i.e. awards, guidelines, research), 
sponsoring a TYCA writing contest (like the Norman Mailer Foundation 
content) for two-year college teachers and/or students. 

(Motion 1.6  Payne/Cockrill)  Moved that the Chair facilitate an e-mail discussion after NCTE 
on the National Day on Writing Project.   
Carried. 
(Motion 1.7  Bown/Caruth)  Moved that TYCA National accept the opportunity to be involved in 
National Day on Writing and that each regional representative talk with their REC Boards to 
determine what they would like to include in their regional space on the website. 
Carried. 
 

C. Regional Membership dues (Caruth) 
• Elissa Caruth and Sterling Warner asked the EC about how each region 

handled institutional memberships.  ECCTYC historically has relied on 
institutional memberships, which the organization finds more inclusive, but 
not all colleges pay and fees trickle in throughout the year; as a result, 
ECCTYC cannot afford to produce a journal while, at the same time, many 
colleges feel entitled to one as part of their institutional memberships.  Elissa 
and Sterling also asked about whether yearly conferences may be a way of 
generating more revenue. 

• In conversation, the TYCA officers noted that institutional memberships were 
rare outside of TYCA-Pacific Coast; most regions rely on individual 
memberships, which are typically paid as part of the regional conferences 
fees.  EC members had differing opinions on whether the conference was a 
good revenue source, with the West and Pacific Northwest representatives 
sharing that holding conferences on college campuses greatly reduced 
financial risk and increased regional profits. 

• As a result of this conversation, it was requested that conference planning 
guidelines to be made available online (perhaps via the TYCA Extranet, so 



that these materials are only available to the TYCA EC); additionally, Eric 
reminded the EC that David Lydic and Marsha Nourse are planning a second 
regional discussion session around issues of conference planning and 
membership on Wednesday afternoon at CCCC.  Eric asked the EC 
members to announce this in their regions and to particularly encourage 
conference planners to attend. 

 
 
 

D. Changing of the Gavel (Bateman) 
• Outgoing TYCA Chair, Eric Bateman, passed the gavel to incoming TYCA 

Chair, Sandie Barnhouse. 
• Other outgoing EC members—Carolyn Calhoon-Dillahunt, Thad Cockrill, and 

Leslie Roberts—were recognized with certificates. 
 (Motion 1.8  Cockrill)  Moved that outgoing Chair Eric Bateman and outgoing Secretary 
Carolyn Calhoon-Dillahunt be recognized and commended for their years of service. 
Carried by acclamation. 
(Motion 1.9 Caruth/Payne)  Moved that the EC express its gratitude to outgoing EC members, 
Thad Cockrill and Leslie Roberts, for their years of service. 
Carried by acclamation. 
 

11. ANNOUNCEMENTS 
A.  Next TYCA EC Meeting: Saturday, March 14, 2009, San Francisco 

 
12.  ADJOURNMENT 

(Motion 1.10  Caruth/Lydic)  Moved to adjourn the TYCA EC meeting. 
Carried. 
 
 
 


